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About Minerva
Minerva’s platform completely secures every endpoint

preemptive prevention, deterrence-based deception,

for enterprise organizations from even the most

and camouflage techniques that automatically

advanced threats.

block attacks that are designed to evade your

The genius behind Minerva’s effectiveness is
its ability to achieve the highest level of security while
boasting a rapid rollout, an ultralight
agent and ease of use that is unparalleled in
the cybersecurity world.

existing security defenses. Minerva blocks access to
organization critical assets by hiding them from the
malware and addressing the widest variety of attack
scenarios.
This unique approach allows enterprises to stop

Minerva protects at the highest level with the
minimum amount of resources, team size and skills,

unknown, advanced malware prior to engaging costly
investigative and recovery resources.  

and toolset. Minerva patented technology combines
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Solution overview
Modern enterprises increasingly rely on a distributed
workforce, with contractors, employees and other users
connecting remotely over VPN. In many cases, these

Minerva Labs offers a

individuals access sensitive resources from unmanaged
devices (BYOD). This might be because they are user-owned
devices or because another organization owns them.

unique, effective endpoint
protection solution for
unmanaged devices in such

In such scenarios, the enterprise still needs to take
reasonable precautions regarding the security posture of the

scenarios.

connecting system.

Anti-Malware Safeguards for Remote Users
Remote User Protection (RUP) software protects

is activated when the user attempts to initiate

unmanaged endpoint devices (BYOD) that are

the VPN connection without requiring the user to

connecting to enterprises throughout the entire

reboot and without interfering with other security

remote (VPN) session from malware and non-

tools or software on the system. Once activated,

malware-based attacks.

Minerva provides all of Minerva’s prevention
abilities to the end-user with no installation

Minerva accomplishes this by integrating
with the organization’s VPN via the security

required.

policy, known as the Host Checker software,

Minerva’s Remote User Protection doesn’t require

and provide a solution that delivers Minerva‘s

any type of installation or any special permissions

protection benefits in a click of a button. This

thus, the install-free agent will run with the user

approach reinforces other security mechanisms

session permissions that are executing the remote

that might exist on the remote system

(VPN) session and will prevent any attacks during

without interfering with the user’s day-to-day

that session. (See Figure 1)

activities and without compromising its privacy.
Minerva’s Remote User Protection is configured
as part of the VPN’s security policy that
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( Figure 1 - The Hacker Attack flow )

Unique Benefits of Minerva’s Solution
When allowing users to connect to their network

own (BYOD), for instance when employees use

over a VPN, enterprises often struggle to balance

their personal home PC or when contractors

the need to protect their resources from infected

establish a VPN connection from a computer not

remote systems by imposing strict security

owned by the enterprise. Sometimes the VPN

requirements on those endpoints. In many cases,

creates a false assumption that the connected

the connection is initiated from an unmanaged

system is secure, while only the connection (tunnel)

device—an endpoint that the enterprise doesn’t

is secured, the endpoint is NOT.  

It provides safeguards

It integrates with the

It is seamless, able to

It doesn’t conflict

against vast numbers of

organization’s VPN software

operate without slowing

with security or

malware that otherwise

to launch malware scans

down the remote user’s

other non-malicious

would put the enterprise

and to refuse or terminate

system.

software on the

at risk.

the connection when

remote system.

necessary.
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Parameter

Minerva RUP

Install-Free

Comply with privacy regulations
Integration with Windows Security Center for additional monitoring capabilities of
the AV
Compatible with all Microsoft Windows operating systems’ flavors and software
User (endpoint) protection only through the entire session. Minerva will terminate
itself once the session is over to deliver full privacy to the remote user
Protects against malware and non-malware-based attacks

Keeps user privacy (not running when there is no VPN session)
Prevents Keylogger and screenshot-based attacks from running on the protected
endpoint
Supports Microsoft Windows & MacOS

Examples for Types of Malwares Prevented with RUP
1.

Minerva Remote User Protection (RUP) blocks malware that evades analysis tools such as
sandboxes and forensic toolkits (evasive malware).

2.

Minerva RUP blocks malware that injects code into other processes. Minerva effectively blocks
malware samples that employ any kind of memory injection.

3.

Minerva RUP blocks malware that originated by malicious documents. Prevention of such attacks
vector enables the user to keep using fearlessly the advanced document functionalities (such as
macros) to increase its productivity and efficiency.
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4.

During a malware outbreak (such as WannaCry, Emotet, etc.) Minerva RUP allows the organization to
vaccinate protected systems against different malware families. Minerva allows specifying mutex-based
infection markers to be used as vaccines against corresponding malware variants. Minerva simulates
the presence of the infection markers on the protected endpoints without interfering users or other
applications. The simulated infection markers effectively prevent infections by malicious programs.

5.

Preventing non-malware-based attacks that attempt to misuse tools built into the OS (Living-Of-theLand Attacks) to cause damage without using classic forms of malware. Attackers are increasingly
making use of tools already installed on targeted computers or are running simple scripts and
PowerShell\shellcode directly in memory. Creating less new files on the hard disk means less chance of
being detected by traditional security tools and therefore minimizes the risk of an attack being blocked.
This module prevents threats from “trampolining” off such tools to infect the endpoint or cause
damage.

6.

Minerva RUP prevents ransomware attacks. Today, in order to be successful, and increase the chances
of getting a ransom, the adversaries need to employ evasion techniques as part of the deployment
process of the ransomware to remain undetectable as long as possible and to maximize the footprint
on as many devices as possible. Evasion techniques are a key element for the ransomware attack
succus. Minerva RUP prevents such attacks. Anti-Evasion is a key component of the Minerva RUP
solution. Ransomware attacks is a main concern for organizations that eforce work-from-home. The
unmanaged devices are more exposed to cyberattacks such as ransomware. A successful ransomware
attack on the vast majority of remotely connected devices will create a denial-of-service (work) and
basically disable the ability to work from home.

7.

With Minerva, such attacks will be prevented.

8.

Minerva RUP prevents Keylogger and screenshot-based attacks from running on the protected
endpoint.

9.

Minerva RUP integrates with Windows Security Center to actively check the status of the Anti-Virus (of
any type) on the protected endpoint and alerts on any change of the AV state.

Get it done with Minerva Labs
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